
 FITNESS BUSINESS BLUEPRINT - 
 BY JUSTIN DEVONSHIRE

 MODULE 1: BUSINESS MINDSET 

 Transitioning from Solopreneur to 
 Entrepreneur (4 Identities)

 Employee - Drive by fear & needing security. 
 Trades time & fulfilment for money 

 Solopreneur - Driven by ego. Trades time for 
 money, works FOR the business, owns a job

 Entrepreneur - Driven by a larger vision. 
 Owns a system that produces results. Hires 
 solopreneurs & employees to help them 
 achieve the vision. The business works for 
 them.

 Investor / Shareholder - Invests money into 
 acquiring systems & people with potential. 
 Money works for them.

 Awareness of these 4 identities is critical to 
 be a leader...

 Understand Employees & Solopreneurs in 
 order to find good team members 

 Self-awareness - are you more Entrepreneur (
 visionary) or Investor (Integrator) - find 
 someone who COMPLIMENTS you

 Why The Solopreneur Identity is Keeping You 
 Stuck & "The Hustle" Keeps You Broke

 Most fitpros stuck around £10k/m don't learn 
 about enough business or finance. They just 
 keep putting out fires & multi task on things 
 that have not been objectively identified as 
 important nor urgent.

 Their ego is threatened to step outside their 
 comfort zone of beliefs, opinions, people 
 and "Way of doing things". After all, they got 
 this far on their own so change seems 
 counter-intuitive.  

 This ignorance leads to arrogance, and 
 become hidden under the 'badge of honour' 
 knowns as "hustle". 

 Stressed & unable to recognize emotional 
 impulse & destructive patterns 

 A New Awareness of What Your Business IS 
 and What Its Supposed to DO

 Think of your business as an "investment 
 vehicle", not a replacement job 

 It must be built to work FOR you, rather than 
 you working for it 

 You invest time, money & energy into your 
 business in order gain an exponential return 
 on those assets 

 Business succeeds when it becomes a "Value 
 Producing Machine" to its society & 
 ecosystem. The more value it gives, the more 
 comes back to you. 

 SHAREHOLDERS/INVESTORS

 CLIENTS

 TEAM MEMBERS

 PARTNERS

 SUPPLIERS

 COMMUNITY

 I want you to become the leading provider of 
 education & training on (health /wellbeing / 
 transformation) in your area. To BLANKET your 
 town as the undisputed local celebrity 
 authority of health & fitness.

 MODULE 2: VISION, CORE 
 VALUES & CULTURE 

 Vision

 Why is a Company Vision Important?

 Beyond 6-figures, money likely won't 
 motivate you

 A Vision inspires you & your team to be & 
 achieve more

 A Vision attracts team members, partners & 
 media to instantly help you 

 A Vision turns your message into a 
 movement & builds scale potential 

 Allows your content to be more inspired, 
 passionate & interesting than your 
 competitors

 Without clarity of Vision & Values, you'll 
 become reactive, short-sighted, tactical & 
 opportunistic - chasing shiny objects that 
 stray you from the real direction of your 
 company

 How to Create Your Company Vision 

 1. What is the BIG Problem You Ultimately 
 Want to Solve? (And find stats to prove how 
 real the problem is)

 2. What solutions are your market sold that 
 do not work, or make it worse? (and what 
 stats can you find as evidence)

 3. What is the REAL principle(s) that do work, 
 and why? (Creates the "A-ha Moment")

 4. How does your business / service deliver 
 these principles to clients, and what evidence 
 can you show that it works (testimonials)?

 Core Values

 Why Are Core Values Important? 

 The guiding principles your business is based 
 on - make more integral decisions 

 Get the best performance from your team - 
 hire, train & fire based on Core values 

 The ultimate guide for employee behaviour 
 at all levels- and reduces need for 
 micromanagement (making it easier for you 
 to step out)

 Values define your company's personality & 
 spirit - even when you're not there physically -

 A company without Core Values becomes 
 indifferent to the market & must lower prices 
 to compete

 Will more easily attract the right team 
 members & clients, while repelling those not 
 a good fit - this drastically reduces 
 expensive & demoralizing turnover

 The 4 Types of Values

 Core Values

 Maximum of 3 behavioral traits that are 
 inherent, do not change over time, and 
 already exist in your company. 

 The Core Values are used to guide every 
 aspect of your company, from hiring & firing, 
 to strategy and performance management. 

 Aspirational Values

 Characteristics you want the company to 
 develop, what you need to work on. They are 
 not inherent or natural, so must be 
 purposely inserted into the business.

 If you confuse Core and Aspirational Values 
 and claim an aspirational value as an existing 
 core value, you risk inciting cynicism from 
 team members or clients that know you 
 better. 

 Aspirational Values are great when hiring "
 silverbacks" - specialists who'll bring new 
 skills or growth to your company - such as a 
 mentor, department manager, or investor. 
 You can choose them based on them having 
 the Aspirational Value you need, as well as 
 possessing the Core Values you already 
 exemplify.

 Permission-to-Play (PTP) Values

 The minimum behavioral standards required 
 to be in your company.

 PTP Values are important, but don't serve to 
 define or differentiate you from your 
 competitors. These are traits such as 
 honesty, integrity, respect for others etc.

 PTP values are often generic, so must be 
 delineated from your Core Values, to avoid 
 dilution and becoming generic.

 Accidental Values

 Traits that have come about unintentionally 
 often from the founder's personality, or from 
 hiring within a narrow culture, demographic 
 or socio-economic pool. 

 You must guard against accidental values 
 taking root, as they can prevent new ideas & 
 people from flourishing in your company. 
 AVs can sometimes sabotage success by 
 shutting out new perspectives & potential 
 clients. 

 Example: a PT studio owner hired all muscle-
 bound male bodybuilders, because they 
 reflected him and his dedication. However, 
 he didn't realize that he was closing himself 
 off from many potential clients - his target 
 audience was females looking for fat loss. His 
 team culture sent a mixed message & wasn't 
 attractive to the majority of the market he 
 was trying to convert. He hired a a couple of 
 female trainers, as well as more regular sized 
 men, and sales conversions tripled quickly.

 How to choose your Core Values

 What personal qualities have you lived by, or 
 admired in role models? 

 Identify your best team members & the 
 qualities they have that make them so 
 valuable to your company

 What standards of excellence do you want 
 your company to be known for?

 How do you want your clients & team to be 
 treated when you're not around?

 What frustrates you most about unsuccessful 
 team members? The opposite of these 
 negative traits are likely to be Core Values.

 Next, put each value into the appropriate 
 category  - Core, Aspirational, PTP or 
 Accidental

 If you can't decide, use these filtering 
 questions:

 "Is this trait inherent & natural for us, and has it 
 been apparent in the company for a long 
 time?" - If yes = Core Value

 "Is this something we must work at to 
 cultivate?" If yes = Aspirational Value

 "Could we claim that we are more committed to 
 this value than 99% of our competitors?" if 
 Yes = Core Value. If you can't categorically say 
 yes, its like a Permission-To-Play Value - still 
 important in hiring decisions, but not enough to 
 set you apart and uniquely define your 
 company. Traits like "integrity" or "work ethic" 
 will come here.

 Action Exercise:

 1. Create your Vision statement with the 4 
 steps. Hold a team meeting to share this 
 vision and why its so important to the 
 business - get "buy in"

 2. Next, in the same meeting, let your team 
 choose 3-10 core values they'd like to 
 nominate. As a team, refine all suggestions 
 down until you have 3-7 final Values 
 everyone is committed to

 3. Catergorize each value into the 
 appropriate types - Core (3 maximum), 
 Aspirational, PTP & Accidental

 4. Name your Core Values 

 Avoid generic & cliche terms like "quality" or "
 disruption", because everyone has different 
 definitions of what they mean.

 Instead, find an efficient & descriptive phrase 
 that gets the message across - what would 
 the value look like in action.  

 Example: The Core Value of "Customer 
 Service" could instead become "We Are The 
 Best Part of Our Client's Day"

 Example: The Core Value of "Staff 
 Commitment" could instead become "Be 
 Willing to 'Sweep The Floors."

 Culture

 Culture comes from your team having clarity 
 about the Vision & Core Values of the 
 company, and communicating them 
 frequently 

 How do we know we are achieving the 
 vision & living by the core values? Culture is 
 how we implement, measure & reward our 
 actions.

 IMPLEMENTING: How can you turn each of 
 your Core Values into daily actions?

 Example: 
  
 Core Value: "Be the best part of our client's  
 day" 
  
 Action: Always show massive appreciation & 
 energy when a client walks through the door! 
 Always refer to them by their first name"

 MEASURING: How can you track that people 
 feel and understand the core values & vision?

 Monthly surveys for Team Satisfaction and 
 Client Satisfaction

 Survey Monkey. Turn each of your Values 
 into a question to be ranked out of 5.

 REWARDING: How can you reward team 
 members for living the Core Values 
 consistently? 

 If your survey scores indicate the training 
 team have acheived 80%+ in positive core 
 value feedback, you can reward team with a 
 bonus, staff event / activity, or even cash 
 reward.

 This conditions, or cultures, your team to 
 succeed together, and are encouraged to live 
 practice the core values to do so, rather than 
 individual, or metric-based rewards alone.

 DEVELOPING: How can we develop the 
 culture if we are NOT achieving clear 
 standards in Vision or Core Values? 

 If survey results are low, or customer 
 satisfaction / team morale are apparent in 
 other ways, this directs the focus on your 
 team meetings and daily intentions to get 
 back on track. At this point you will loop back 
 to IMPLEMENTING on a stronger, more 
 consistent level. If a team member is not 
 onboard with your Core Values, then it is 
 often best you part ways mutually

 Create Your VCVC Statement...

 MODULE 3: SYSTEMS & FINANCE 
 MANAGEMENT 

 FINANCE

 Your Cashflow Management System
 How to manage & allocate income as you 
 grow, to ensure sustainable profits & 
 manage expenses carefully

 TOOLS: Instant Assessment & Set CAPs & 
 TAPs

 Exercise: Schedule Profit Plan Session With 
 our Team (FBB Mentoring clients only)

 Profit Plan System

 To determine how much revenue is needed 
 to build a profitable company & cover all 
 costs of operation - at the company size & 
 structure that gives you freedom & financial 
 security 

 For a healthy, lean business - GUIDELNE

 Cost Centers to get towards the followers 
 numbers: 

 VAT / GST business tax  that comes off the gross revenue first

 OPEX  30-40% of the total revenue

 Owners Comp  40-50% of revenue

 Income / business taxes  15%

 Johnny makes £20,000 in a month gross 
 revenue ... 

 - VAT 20% = £4000

 Contractors - £2000

 REAL Revenue: £14,000

 OPEX - 40% - £5600 - rent, ads, utilities 

 Owners Comp - 40%  £5600

 Income Tax 15%  £2100

 5-10% profit  £700-1400

 OPERATING CASHFLOW 
 The amount of money your company has 
 collected (in profit) that keeps the company 
 alive 

 SYSTEMS

 OPERATING SYSTEMS: Your Organizational 
 Chart & Job Descriptions

 To gain clarity on the company structure & 
 roles needed to fulfill the business goals. To 
 systemize all tasks into processes (SOPs) and 
 then into Job Descriptions that can be 
 delegated effectively

 TOOLS

 Growth Projection / Financial Forecast 
 Template

 Org Chart Template

 EDRADTA System to Create SOPs

 Job Description & Payroll Structure Templates

 ALL INCLUDED INSIDE FBB MENTORSHIP 

 CLIENT FULFILLMENT  SYSTEMS: Your Client 
 Fulfillment & Communication System

 A process to monitor each client's journey & 
 ensure great results, experience & constant 
 contact - so that you boost engagement & 
 retention. 

 TOOLS

 Client Journey Checklist

 Upsell Generator Scripts & Templates

 Referral Generator Scripts & Templates

 Ex-Client Re-activation Scripts & Templates

 ALL INCLUDED INSIDE FBB MENTORSHIP 

 TRACKING SYSTEMS: Your KPI Tracking 
 System

 So you can easily & efficiently track all key 
 performance indicators and ensure steady 
 growth, daily. Instantly know what's working 
 and what needs improvement, on a daily, 
 weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual basis.

 TOOLS

 Front Desk Forms

 Lead Tracker

 Client Tracker 

 Open / Close Checklist 

 Financial Tracker (Revenue & Expenses)

 Reporting Systems for CEO

 ALL INCLUDED INSIDE FBB MENTORSHIP 

 MODULE 4: TEAM RECRUITMENT & 
 LEADERSHIP

 Team Attraction & Recruitment System  TOOLS

 Your VCVC Statement (from Module 2)

 Ideal Team Member Profile 

 Team Member Attraction / Job Opportunity 
 SalesCopy Template (MV)

 Interview Process & Questions

 ALL INCLUDED INSIDE FBB MENTORSHIP 

 Team Onboarding / Apprenticeship  System  TOOLS

 Onboarding Checklist for first 30 days

 Apprenticeship Guidebook & Assessments 12 
 weeks (See THub)

 Team Communication System  TOOLS  Team Meeting Sequence & Agendas, Meeting 
 Templates 

 Team Performance Review System  TOOLS

 5 Dysfunctions Tutorial

 Performance Troubleshooting Checklist

 ALL INCLUDED INSIDE FBB MENTORSHIP 

 MODULE 5: MARKETING & SALES 

 Optimize Your Back-End Service & Packages

 Your Front End Offer (FEO) 

 Create Your Front End Offer  TOOLS

 Workshop & Creation Checklist / Guidelines

 Upsell & Ascension Scripts & Templates

 ALL INCLUDED INSIDE FBB MENTORSHIP 

 Build Front End Application Funnel  TOOLS

 Clickfunnels Page DFY Templates for Import (
 Clickfunnels users only)

 Wufoo Application Form DFY Templates

 Confirmation Email DFY Templates for 
 Import (Active Campaign users only)

 ALL INCLUDED INSIDE FBB MENTORSHIP 

 Sales & Follow Up System (7 Days)

 7-Day FEO Follow Up System

 Phone Call Sales Script Template

 SMS / Voice Mail Follow Up Templates & 
 Scripts for non-answers

 7-Day Automatic Email Follow Up Templates (
 Direct Import available for Active Campaign 
 users)

 ALL INCLUDED INSIDE FBB MENTORSHIP 

  90-Day Email Follow Up System  Inspire, Educate, Engage  TOOLS

 90-Day Email Follow Up Template for Import (
 Active Campaign Users Only)

 ALL INCLUDED INSIDE FBB MENTORSHIP 

 Monthly "Dial for Dollars" System

 Get Traffic to Your FEO

 Organic Traffic Systems

 Community Outreach

 Charity Fundraiser System

 Joint Venture Partnership System - How to 
 collaborate with businesses, sports 
 organizations & schools

 Content Marketing

 Ultimate Content Creation System with Daily 
 Content Calendar 

 Facebook Page Optimization Guide

 Instagram Profile Optimization Guide

 Youtube Channel Optimization Guide

 Endorsed Traffic Systems

 Local Media & PR  TOOLS

 Press Release Templates

 Story Building Template

 Scripts & Templates to Connect With 
 Journalists & Decision Makers

 Press Release / Media Content Calendar

 ALL INCLUDED INSIDE FBB MENTORSHIP 

 Joint Ventures / Strategic Alliances

 "Local Influencer Method"

 Gift Card Methods

 Schools / Clubs / Sports teams

 Paid Traffic Systems

 Facebook Ads for Front End Offer  TOOLS

 Set Up Workshop with Mike Yanda

 Facebook Ad Swipe File & DFY Templates 

 FB Ad Performance Tracker Sheet

 ALL INCLUDED INSIDE FBB MENTORSHIP 

 Google Ads

 Youtube Ads

 Instagram Ads

 MODULE 6: SCALING SUSTAINABLY
 Advanced strategies on how to scale or sell 
 your business, or even buy out competing or 
 complimentary businesses for hyper-growth.

 Advanced Guide to Scaling to New Location  3 Assets Required

 Operating Cashflow 

 Experienced & Cultured Team Resources

 Local Audience Ready-to-Buy

 Advanced Guide to Buying Out The 
 Competition (Mergers & Acquisitions) 

 Challenges for 6-figure gyms

 Expensive to set up new gym from scratch

 Increasingly difficult to get planning permits

 Long set up time 

 Paying off set up costs eats into profits for 
 months after opening 

 The Solution? ACQUISITION 

 ACQUIRE YOUR COMPETITORS TO SCALE 
 FROM 6- TO 7-FIGURES
  

 Why Acquisition is a Great Growth Strategy

 Now is the right time to buy (oversaturated 
 economy)
  

 Acquisition consolidates OPEX

 The seller will often finance the sale for 0% 
 interest
  

 How to Structure an Acquisition ("Buyout") 
 Deal

 Valuate their business assets
  

 Value as a salary / retainer (Performance 
 Buyout)
  

 Consider goodwill payment (and what you 
 save long-term in time & cash)
  

 RECAP option if they’re resistant to “let go”
  

 How to Find Potential Acquisition Deals

 Create a “dealflow” pipeline
  

 Be obsessed with increasing your operating 
 cashflow (i.e. “Shopping money”)
  

 Approach gyms / units personally
  

 Continually ask online in FB groups, forums 
 etc

 Summary of Acquisition Strategy

 Buying out your competition can be easiest, 
 fastest & most cost-effective way to scale 
  

 You don’t need much money (cheaper than a 
 set up from scratch)
  

 This decade will see exponentially more 
 deals like this available – it’s a buyer’s market
  

 Always create a win/win deal. Be fair, but 
 firm in your valuation.
  

 Remember you are giving them a lifeline, and 
 taking a liability off their hands. 
  

 The next recession could be your greatest 
 opportunity for wealth creation
  

 Advanced Guide to Selling Your Business

 Exit Plan

 Your Objectives  How much money do you need, and by 
 when, and for what?

 Your Current Financial Condition 

 How much is your business actually worth 
 TODAY?

 Can you support yourself from other 
 financial sources?

 Increase the Sellable Value of Your Business

 What is the market value of your business?

 How can you increase its value?

 How can you mitigate risks for a prospective 
 buyer?

 Preparing for the Unexpected 
 What have you done to ensure the business 
 continues if you die, become incapacitated, 
 or simply walk away?

 Increasing Your Business' Value 

 What is the Fair Market Value?

 What is the Open Market Value?

 EBITDA (Earnings (Profit) Before Interest, 
 Taxes, Depreciation & Amortization

 What is the Multiple?  For companies under $5MM, Multiple is 
 generally between 2-3

 How Can You Widen PROFIT Margins, Not 
 Just Grow Revenue?

 How Can You Reduce Costs Efficiently?

 Awareness of Buyer Types & Their Motivation

 Financial Buyers  - usually buy with intent to 
 benefit from your from your future. They 
 bring little additional value or direction to the 
 company, and drive your multiple down 

 Strategic Buyers - can be competitors, 
 suppliers or even customers. Purchasing 
 your company may add vale to their existing 
 business. Or they may want to buy you just 
 to destroy your company & eliminate a 
 competitor! 

 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO CREATE 
 A PROFITABLE FITNESS BUSINESS 

 WITH SCALE POTENTIAL   www.
 JustinDevonshire.com


